Abstract-If a fingerprint sensor can evaluate our health conditions, health-monitoring and data-logging will be quick and easy. We record fingerprint images during an input action, process them by means of subtraction analysis and quantify variations in color and area of the fingerprint. Based on the analogy to an electric circuit, an index related to blood vessel stiffness (resistance) is extracted from the color changes (blood flow) and the area changes (voltage). Analysis on the 150 input trials taken by 50 apparently-healthy subjects shows a correlation coefficient of 0.51 between this index and their ages.
INTRODUCTION
Fingerprints identification systems are slowly replacing passwords in personal computers, cell telephones, etc. In order to make a fingerprint sensor replica-proof, we have been studying color changes in a series of fingerprint images acquired during an input action [1] . Finger deformation induces blood movement and the resultant color variation can be used as a signature of a living finger. The configuration of the fingerprint sensor used here is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Because it detects both fingerprint images and the light scattered inside a finger simultaneously, it is well suited for this purpose. We have proposed and evaluated various indices in an effort to distinguish artificial fingers from genuine ones. Our initial sensor system with a white LED performed reasonably well for a small number of replicas [2] . Its reliability has been improved by replacing the white LED with the dual LED that enhances the color changes [3] . We have also shown that the dual-LED system is adequately robust against the temperature fluctuation of a finger and that it can be used under an illumination level of 3000 lux [4] . If health conditions of an individual were evaluated based on the information extracted from a finger-tip simultaneously, we could record such information automatically every time we log on to the Internet. Health-monitoring and data-logging will be quick and easy. Conventional technologies that evaluate health conditions from a finger-tip include accelerated plethysmography [5] and laser Doppler perfusion imaging [6] . In case of the accelerated plethysmography, a relatively large correlation coefficient of 0.70 has been reported between an index extracted from pulse waveforms and the age of the subjects. However, there are two problems in these methods if we were to adopt them in a personal computer peripheral device. First, in accelerated plethysmography, it takes at least several seconds to detect pulses reliably. Therefore, it is not possible to apply this technique in conjunction with fingerprint identification. Second, in case of the laser Doppler perfusion imaging, expensive extra components (a high-speed CMOS camera and a laser diode) are needed and this increases the size of the system as well as its manufacturing cost.
Previously, we considered a model based on an electric circuit [1] . The blood flow inside a finger was regarded as the current in an electric circuit and the force applied to the finger was related to the voltage. Therefore, the resistance represented the blood vessel stiffness. We analyzed 152 input trails taken by 36 people and correlated the results with their ages. The stiffness index and the age of the subjects were only weakly correlated and the correlation coefficient was 0.21. Since then, we have improved our sensor hardware for more reliable liveliness detection. In this paper, we report a higher correlation coefficient obtained with the dual-LED system and image subtraction analysis.
ANALYSIS
The image acquisition apparatus used in this study is exactly the same one as described in Ref. [3] . We apply digital subtraction analysis for the fingerprint images in order to enhance the color variations. The flow of this analysis is as below. First, a color fingerprint image is divided into the three images (R, G and B), each corresponding to each of the color sensors of the image sensor. Second, pixel values in the R and G images are normalized by the following equations. Third, we subtract G n from R n . This process is repeated for every pixel.
In an attempt to extract a signal related to the amount of the residual blood, we define an index b r as follows. First, the area signal A is defined as the number of pixels exceeding a certain threshold value in the processed image. Second, we set a number b equal to the number of pixels whose R n − G n values exceed a pre-determined value in the processed image. This number b is a measure of the amount of blood remaining inside the finger. Finally, we set b r = b/A.
When we plot this index b r with respect to A, it shows remarkably different behaviors, depending on the ages of the subjects. An example is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . Here, the area signal A is normalized by its maximum value A max in order to compensate the individual variations in the finger size. The spacing between the markers corresponds to the time interval between the subsequent images, namely 1/15 second in the experiment described in this paper. The index b r obtained from a 22 year-old male decreases to about 0.2 when the finger deformation reaches maximum. On the other hand, for a 62 year-old male, the index only decreases to about 0.7. Another point to be noted is that the trajectories of b r do not coincide during the pressing period and the releasing period. The same data are plotted as a function of the time for the input action in Fig. 2(b) . Again, the difference between the young and old subjects is clear. These behaviors of this index reflect the ease of the blood movement inside a finger and they may be utilized for evaluating our conditions of blood vessels. Next, we will define such an index, blood vessel stiffness R b . The plot of b r versus the area signal A shows characteristic behaviors as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . Focusing on the finger-pressing duration, we can identify the point (A d , 0.9) when b r takes the value of 0.9. When b r is not exactly equal to 0.9, we can always extrapolate the nearby data points. Next, in Fig. 3(b) , we look at the negative gradient of the curve for the finger-pressing duration. Here, current is defined as I = dQ/dt where Q is the amount of electric charge and t is time. When we regard the residual blood inside the finger as Q, the blood movement or flow is regarded as the current. Therefore, the gradient of the curve in the plot of b r vs. t should be related to the blood flow. We express this gradient as g bti . Based on the model, we define an index R b for the blood vessel stiffness by the following equation.
We evaluated the index R b from the 150 input trail data taken by 50 healthy participants. The relationship between R b and their ages showed a positive correlation as depicted in Fig. 4 . This means that blood mobility or blood vessel conductivity becomes smaller as we get older. For calculating the correlation coefficient, some data indicated by the circles in Fig. 4 were removed because the series of fingerprint images corresponding to these input trials showed irregularities, such as the fact that the number of images was too large, indicating that the input duration was longer than three seconds. The resultant correlation coefficient between R b and the subjects' age was 0.51. 
CONCLUSION
Fingerprints identification systems are gradually accepted in the world. If such a system can measure our health conditions, it can also function as a health monitor. For this purpose, we have proposed to extract a health-related signal from the area and color variations in a series of color fingerprint images recorded during an input action. The acquired fingerprint images are processed by means of digital subtraction analysis. Based on the analogy to a resistor in an electric circuit, an index related to blood vessel stiffness is defined. Using a dual-LED imaging system based on scattered-light detection, we captured 150 input trails taken by 50 healthy volunteers of both sexes and various ages ranging from 15 to 62. Each of the fingerprint images was processed by the subtraction analysis and the signals related to the residual blood were extracted. The resultant index showed behaviors characteristic to the individuals. We defined blood vessel stiffness based on the area changes and the time-derivative of this index. The blood vessel stiffness was correlated with the age of the subjects and the correlation coefficient was 0.51. In the future, we need to address possible improvements in the sensor hardware and more elaborate models for analyzing the blood movement induced by the finger deformation. Correlation with some real health conditions other than the age is also a subject of our future studies.
